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Figure 1: Walkthrough in the forest scene. Left: open view with 11416880 triangles and 54880 trees at a frame rate of 14.58fps with
somatosensory interactions in the resolution of 1920 ∗ 1018. Right: near view with 11549686 triangles and 54409 trees at a frame rate of
15.15fps in the resolution of 1920 ∗ 1018
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Real-time somatosensory roaming in large-scale scene is a challenging problem because of great computation for the scene rendering, the real-time posture recognition and the instant response
to the user’s action. We present a novel somatosensory interactive roaming method in a realistic large-scale forest scene based on
Microsoft Kinect. First, we construct a realistic large-scale forest
scene based on GPU acceleration. Then for each action of the user,
we encode the directions between joints into direction codes, and
generate a posture vector which is used to compare with our posture template table to achieve posture recognition. Combining our
forest scene with our multi-thread posture recognition, we can somatosensory interactively control roaming direction, velocity, and
changes of light and shadow in real-time for the scene with millions of triangles. Our posture recognition algorithm is very fast
and can response to the change of the user’s posture in time. Experiments demonstrate that our method could successfully roam in the
large-scale scene with a natural manner, which provides a feasible
solution for the challenging problem.
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1 Introduction
Forest is an indispensable part of most video games and movies as
they have great influences on the realism of the scenes. However,
realistic rendering for such a large scene is still a difficult problem,
especially in the interactive applications. Generally good user experience requires the frame respond to the user’s input in time while
keeping the rendering of the scene realistic. In addition, shadows
play an important role in the realistic rendering. However, real-time
rendering of shadows will take up a lot of resources, in turn increasing the difficulty of scene rendering. Although interaction with the
scene in a natural manner is in accord with the user-centered concepts of applications, it also increases the difficulty for the application’s processing.
In this paper, we implement a somatosensory interactive forest system, which provides a feasible solution for roaming in the largescale scene with real-time rendering and interaction. In order to
generate the forest scene, we combine different elements of the
trees such as branches and leaves together to get a tree model. Then
we use several different tree models, which are randomly permutated multiple times to generate a forest scene. During the process
of rendering, shadow mappings are used on GPU to generate realtime shadows of the trees for the realistic forest rendering. Because
the forest usually contains too many polygons to render in realtime, level of details (LOD) and instancing techniques are used to
conquer the problem. For the interaction part, somatosensory interaction is the most natural manner for user to roam, thus we design
a reasonable interactive manner based on Microsoft Kinect. Motivated by the human-centered concepts, we use the body language
as a medium of interaction, and achieve a more naturally roaming
manner for the virtual forest scene. By classifying different actions
of the human body according to the local coordinate of the human
body joints, our algorithm can recognize 9 basic postures to guide
the roaming process, and can be simply and robustly integrate with
similar applications that require real time interactions. As we implement this process in multi-thread pattern, it has nearly no impact on the performance of the scene roaming program, which save

us more resources for the rendering of the large-scale forest scene
(Figure 1).
The contribution of our paper can be listed as follows:
• A realistic real-time rendering method with improved shadow
effects for forest scene based on GPU.
• A posture recognition method based on the human joints’ positions.
• An somatosensory interactive roaming framework which use
multi-thread technique and our posture recognition algorithm.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the related works, then we present the construction process of the forest
in section 3. Section 4 shows our posture encoding method and
how to implement our somatosensory interactive framework in the
roaming system. Section 5 shows the experiment results and we
give a conclusion at section 6.

2

Related Work

The rendering of forest has been researched since 1980, and most
recent works focus on the real-time performance while keeping the
its realism. Fuhrmann et al. [2005] use the Billboard Cloud technique to represent the tree model as textures, which is helpful to
represent the forest with less polygons. Garcı́a et al. [2007] import the progressively level of details models for trees. As a survey,
Boudon et al. [2006] give an overview of different trees’ representations, and their comparisons are listed to get an understanding
of realism and efficiency of different models. To utilize the hardware acceleration, Bao et al. [2012] propose a framework to render
forests. On the other hand, some researchers focus on the realism
of forest terrains. Bruneton et al. [2012] present a realistic forest
scene in aerial view in real time, while Decaudin et al. [2004] simulate the construction of terrains covered with the forest in a earlier
time.
For the interactive method, the most popular manner is using the
traditional keyboard and mouse to input, which limits the activity
of the user. Novel devices with depth camera, such as Microsoft
Kinect, can make somatosensory interactions and command public
attention. The merit of the depth camera is that it makes segmentation of different objects feasible according to their positions, and
useful segmentations of users are directly provided to developer in
Kinect. Further more, Shotton et al. [2013] has provided us with
more details of the user, such as the skeleton and joints’ positions,
which are used by many other researchers for somatosensory interactions. In this new kind type interactions, what we should do
is to map different postures to the traditional keyboard or mouse
operations. This requires highly efficient posture recognition to accomplish this mapping. An overview of posture recognition has
been surveyed by Mitra et al. [2007], in which they divided the
postures into static and dynamic ones, and some effective methods
were mentioned to solve the problem.
There has been some works on the posture recognition with Kinect.
Kang et al. [2011] propose a method that merely uses the relative
positions and thresholds to recognize some simply static postures.
Raptis et al. [2011] present a classification system to recognize the
dance actions in simplified skeletal space. Jaemin et al. [2013] use
the arm angle information and the simple hand gestures to classify
the actions. Fujimura et al. [2004] implement an algorithm to
classify hand posture for more complex situations. In these works,
only [Kang et al. 2011] is the static posture recognition.
For most dynamic posture recognition, we need to align the body
joints’ sequences before we use the machine learning method to
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classify the special postures. The usual method used for sequence
alignment is dynamic time warping [Berndt and Clifford 1994],
and other classification methods such as template methods can be
used further to classify. Some authors also use the hidden Markov
models [Rabiner 1989] to deal with the sequence as a probability
model, which has been proved to work efficiently with unwarpped
time sequences [Bishop and Nasrabadi 2006]. Machine learning
method is very extensive to different models, but it needs large
datasets to support the training. And for most classification methods, the predication process will take a lot of time which is not
tolerable when we are more looking forward to roaming in largescale scenes in real-time. Our target is to acquire high-speed and
robustness of the interactions for such case, therefore we use static
postures to solve the troublesome issue.

3 Large-scale Forest Scene Rendering
In this section, we present realistic real-time rendering method of
forest scene. We construct a tree model firstly, and render tree’s
shadow in real time. We also utilize GPU to deal with the LOD
models and polygon texturing for acceleration.

3.1

Construction of the Tree Model

Figure 2: Parameters’ meaning of the phyllotaxy leaf model
[Bao et al. 2012]
Forest scenes’ construction is a challenging problem because of the
large number of polygons of trees and forest. To simplify this process, we use the algorithm in [Bao et al. 2012] to construct forest
scenes. First, trees are built with the AMAP software to produce the
branches. Then phyllotaxy model is used to generate leaves. This
model is controlled by 4 parameters, i.e. the average leaf length L,
average leaf width W , the angle θ between the leaf vein and the
phyllotaxy axis, and the angle α between the leaf and the axis (seeing figure 2). Meanwhile a random factor is also employed to increase variant visual effects of leaves. These parameters compress
the complex tree models into a series of vectors. But realistic leaves
also contains rich textures, which will vastly increase the complexity. To make it simple, texture of the leaf is reflected by Billboard
Cloud technique [Bao et al. 2009]. So far, by using the leaf model
and the branch model, we can build the tree. But the tree generally
contains thousands of the polygons. To handle this challenge, LOD
(level of details) models are employed for forest animations [Di Giacomo et al. 2001], and this can make a good balance between the
visual effect and rendering speed. In our program, 8 level of details
are used .

3.2

Rendering the Shadow of the Tree

The shadow plays an important role in realistic forest scene. There
have already been many algorithms in the shelf. As for the real-time
program, shadow mapping algorithm is always firstly considered,
as it is suitable for this task. However, there are still some defects

After obtaining the shadow values, we need to consider how to mix
up shadow with the background texture. Bao et al. [2012] directly
sets the shadow area to a fixed color, but this will make the result too
fake. To make shadow more realistic, we improve their algorithms
by exploring two different methods. Simply overlying the shadow
on background texture will lead to a bright scene in an aerial view.
In our comparative experiments, we find that image blending is a
good idea. Nevertheless the high weight of shadow will lead to
an effect of dark shadow, so the low weight is a better choice to
obtain a realistic shadow in both near view and aerial view. By
the way, when rendering the scene in an aerial view, aliasing has
little influences on realism, while people are more sensitive to the
contrast. The shadow effects’ comparison is shown in figure 4.

3.3
Figure 3: Shadows of different filters. (a) Nvidia’s origin shadow
effect. (b) shadow effect of filter with same weight. (c) shadow effect
of filter with square weight. (d)shadow effect of filter with gaussian
weight.

Hardware Instancing

The max levels of the LOD models that can be supported by GPU
is restricted. In our work, we just divide 8 levels which we used
in our program into segments, and then we send segments to GPU
for several times. For every segment, different types of trees are
organized into vectors which contain the position and rotation value. To reduce the runtime memory, the polygons with same texture
are grouped together in our implementation, then the distance parameter is sent to determine a proper level of details. In addition,
as people’s attention to shadows is always focused on the silhouette, simple strategy can be employed when rendering the forests
for shadows in order to obtain a good performance without the decline of realism. Thus, we can use a coarser LOD and less tree
models to generate the first pass of shadow mapping. Based on
the above techniques, we can construct our forest scene with high
realistic shadows in real-time.

4 Somatosensory Interaction Design

Figure 5: The figure shows eight local coordinates (refer to figure
in [Raptis et al. 2011]). The arm and leg joints are calculated relative to the shoulders or the hips, and this can make the position’s
meaning understandable.

that may have an influence on the visual effects in shadow mapping. The biggest problem of shadow mapping is the aliasing near
shadow edges, which makes the scene to be artificial. This problem is mostly caused by the low resolution of the shadow mapping,
but simply increasing the resolution will exhaust the graphics card
memory. During our experiments, we find that jagged edges only
upset us when we are in a close range from the shadows. So cascade
shadow mapping [Dimitrov 2007] is promoted to use an adaptive
resolution relative to objects’ depth, therefore split view volumes
are used when generating the shadow mappings. In our algorithm, the far volumes nearly have no effect because of sheltering of
the trees. When rendering the shadows, we can use a smaller view
volume to reduce the computations. Except for increasing the resolution, other solutions are also promoted, such as percentage-closer
filtering [Fernando 2005], variance shadow mapping [Donnelly
and Lauritzen 2006] and so on. In this paper, we use the convolution shadow mapping [Annen et al. 2007] for the efficient usage of
the neighbour shadow depths. Our result shows that this method is
efficient for anti-aliasing. We also select different types of weights
to get better anti-aliasing results (see figure 3). and we can use the
average weight directly in practice to reduce the computation load.
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In this section, we describe our design for the somatosensory interaction. First, we recognize the user’s postures captured by Microsoft Kinect using our posture recognition method. Then we figure out a way to simulate the roaming motions. Finally, we integrate the somatosensory posture into our forest scenes to make the
interactions more natural.

4.1

Posture Recognition

One key contribution of our work is our posture recognition algorithm which is robust and accurate. In our algorithm, we effectively
utilize the skeleton information of Kinect to identify different postures in every frames by matching one of our 9 basic static postures
to drive the interaction. Our posture recognition algorithm can work
efficiently in our forest scene’s roaming.
In our algorithm, we firstly convert 8 joints’ positions (hands, elbows, knees and foots) captured by Kinect into local coordinates,
and construct our posture recognition process based on these coordinates. Other 7 joint positions captured by Kinect are not used for
the following reasons: torso joint is unimportant since we seldom
care about the user’s position when roaming in the virtual scene.
And it is also reasonable to treat the chest and abdomen parts as a
rigid part (shoulders, neck, torso and hips) [Raptis et al. 2011] as
their relative shifts are hard to detect (see the 6 joints in the grey
area of Figure 5). The head position cannot be accurately recognized when we make head pitch and yaw actions. So we just use
only 8 joints to judge different postures. To remove the influence of
the rigid body part, we use the 8 bone directions (forearm, postbrachium, thigh, calf) for our encoding (8 local coordinates are
shown in figure 5), as these directions intuitively reflect the limb
angles of the user’s action.

Figure 4: Shadows of different mixed models. The images of upper row show shadows of near view, while images of lower row list shadows of
aerial view. (a) direct setting the shadow area to fixed value. (b) overlying the shadow onto the background texture. (c) little shadow mixing
value (0.2) with mixture model. (d) big shadow mixing value (0.8) with mixture model.
Table 1: Encoding the bone direction. When one of the coordinates
(x,y,z) value is between the thresholds, we can assign it to corresponding code. The code for any case means that no matter what
the coordinate is, it will always match corresponding code of the
posture template.
Threshold [0, T1 ) [T1 , T2 ) [T2 , 1]
code

0

1

2

Any case
(for posture template only)
4

For the encoding, noticing that the joints’ coordinates are changeable for different sizes of human body in usual, we normalize
each bone direction to get a relative value which is usually fixed
for each user, making our algorithm scalable for different people. Then we can use thresholds for further classification to obtain the direction codes. Kang et al. [2011] directly use thresholds to classify postures, but it doesn’t consider about the body’s
scalability and the program’s extensibility. In our method, we
encode the bone direction into (n + 1)-chars code. By choosing some thresholds Ti , i = 1, · · · , n which satisfy the condition
0 < T1 < T2 < · · · < Tn < 1, we divide the [0, 1] into different
intervals, and each interval has its own code. The thresholds are
chosen based on the user study and our classification aims. As a
result, each component of the normalized direction vector (x, y, z)
will be classified into their corresponding interval, which is used
to obtain an (n + 1)-components code vector for the bone direction. This (n + 1)-components code vector is called direction code,
and connecting the 8 direction codes together we can get a feature
vector of the posture, namely posture vector. On the other hand,
we define a semantics for the specific posture vector according to
its code as a posture template vector, and put all posture template
vectors into the posture template table. The posture vector will
be compared with the posture template table by string comparison,
and matching will be explained with the corresponding semantics
to achieve the posture recognition.
In our implementation, we use 2 thresholds to get 3-char codes for
each direction (see Table 1) and an Any case code is introduced to
describe we don’t care about the coordinate value. This could make
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the postures integrated with later mouse simulation, but sometimes
it will introduce potential posture conflict problem. So this code
has to be used very carefully. During the posture classification, this
code can be matched with any codes. And it should only appear in
the posture template table. Besides, the posture template need to be
designed according to user’s convenience and prior knowledge (see
Figure 6 and Table 2).
In order to get a good extensibility, we use an additional file to
record posture templates, and read the file into posture template
table in runtime. User’s postures can be identified instantly via
a quick string matching, making the recognition process simple,
quick and very robust.

4.2

Integration with our Forest Scene

To roam in the forest scenes by somatosensory interaction, we can
apply our posture recognition algorithm to our scene roaming. In
our application, we mainly use the arms posture to drive the scene
because some postures of legs may lead to losing balance, and the
foot position is also unstable for its low position in some scenes.
So we use 12 char codes for every posture instead of 24 char codes.
We design 28 arm postures that can be used and stably recognized,
and choose 9 postures among them to implement the somatosensory
roaming. The design of the postures should ensure the minimum
conflicts of different postures to avoid classification errors (refer to
section 4.1).
In figure 6, we list the posture that can be recognized by Kinect
and other basic 11 postures designed by us, and parts of the posture
templates table are explained in table 2. When smoothly changing
the light or view directions, we can track one hand position of the
user to offer continuous mapping for the motion. This idea also can
be used for the simulation of yaw and pitch actions in virtual scene.
In addition, our somatosensory interaction is designed as a thread
that can be run parallel with the scene rendering, which has no performance loss compared to the case that has no somatosensory interaction. At the same time, it also make interactions easily ported
to other applications with the mapping the keyboard and mouse operations to corresponding postures.

Figure 6: Actions that we use to drive the scene. The first posture is recognized by Kinect, while the others are recognized by our algorithm.(a)
initializing posture (two hands up). (b) standing posture (can’t be used). (c) forward posture (left arm forward). (d) backward posture (right
arm forward) (e) left shift (left arm out). (f) right shift (left arm folding out). (g) slow down (left arm forward with forearm turning right). (h)
looking up (right arm forward with forearm up). (i) speed up (left arm forward with forearm up). (j) looking down (right arm forward with
forearm turning left). (k) mouse click (left arm out with forearm up) (l) reserved posture (left arm out with forearm forward). There are still
many posture that can be produced with different body parts combined.

Table 2: Posture template table and the posture description. Only one reserved posture is shown, however more postures can be recognized
when needed.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Posture’s name
stand posture
move forward
move backward
move left
move right
speed up
speed down
move up
move down
change light direction
reserved posture

Posture description
left arm down; right arm down
left arm forward; right arm down
left arm down; right arm forward
left arm out; right arm down
left arm out with forearm back; right arm down
left arm down; right arm forward with forearm up
left arm down; right arm forward with forearm turning left
left arm forward with forearm up; right arm down
left arm forward with forearm turning right; right arm down
left arm not care; right arm forward
left arm out with forearm up; right arm down

Coding
010 010 010 010
001 001 010 010
010 010 001 001
100 100 010 010
100 200 010 010
010 010 001 020
010 010 001 100
001 020 010 010
001 200 010 010
444 444 001 001
100 020 010 010

Table 3: Comparison experiments. We get the results in the resolution of 1024*768.
view angle
roam through forest
aerial view
look at ground
roam through forest
arial view
look at ground

frame rate (fps)
24
29
30
20
25
30

the number of triangles
8474278
6239880
3477189
86360528
6804714
3505312
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the number of trees
39164
39319
305
38810
39702
276

CSM filter size
1
1
1
5
5
5

5

Experiments
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